
Branded USB Sticks with Logo as Corporate Gifts

Giving away the right custom promotional products is very important to promote your brand

in the best way. Some corporate gifts are perfect for some activities, while other items of

branded merchandise are a must-have in the o�ce. And we �nd even some promotional

products that �t any context and any audience. They are the most requested promotional

gifts. They turn out to be successful at all times in the company's history and on several

occasions. This is the case of our branded USB sticks.

Personalised memory sticks may look like o�ce corporate gifts only, but they are not. In fact,

they are perfect promotional products to be distributed during a trade fair or corporate event.

They can �nally reveal their full advertising e�ect if they are o�ered to customers. Small and

easy to handle, our cheap personalised USB sticks are the trump card for many companies.

They can spread your logo and best

represent your brand. Giving away

cheap USB promotional �ash drives can

then be just the step you need to

achieve success!

The Success of Personalised

Memory Sticks: Why

Personalised Gadget Are So

Useful

Let's try to imagine our typical day. Of

course we can't do any more without

gadgets and devices for most of our

activities. Progress has turned mobile

phones, tablets and computers into our

new allies in everyday life. We see it in

work contexts as well. Companies and

o�ces are always taking in new high-

tech tools to make their business

easier. This is a necessary choice for many, not just an extra convenience.

It's above all in these contexts that giving away promotional gadgets is a winning strategy.

These accessories help to use computers, tablets and mobile phones. They are so useful that

they quit being simple options and become essential in a short time. Try to think of

personalised clocks and watches. These gadgets are never out of fashion and turn out to be

essential for professionals. Or even personalised mouse mats, one of the most popular

corporate gifts as they allow you to work on the PC in a simple and comfortable way.

Branded USB Sticks and USB Promotional Flash Drives: What We Use Them For

Personalised memory sticks are among the most common and important accessories when it

comes to technology and mobile devices. We use our USB promotional �ash drives to save

important �les to an external memory to our computer. This step is important and
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recommended by all IT experts. If your computer is damaged, our �les will be safe on our

personalised memory sticks. But that's not the only help they give. Branded USB sticks with

logo are actually useful to keep the memory of our PC empty enough so that it can work

smoothly and fast. They can be used as document folders, each pen drive dedicated to a

speci�c theme. And that's why you can't get enough of personalised USB sticks.

Especially for those who constantly work with multimedia �les and electronic documents, USB

promotional �ash drives and personalised memory sticks are always welcome as promotional

gifts. Branded USB sticks with logo are then used to transfer �les from one device to another

without clogging the mailbox. Such strategy works very well among colleagues or

collaborators, especially if you're dealing with rather heavy folders or projects.

Personalised USB Sticks with Logo: What Sets Them Apart from Other Personalised

Gadgets

However, one of the strengths of USB promotional �ash drives is that they are useful to

everyone, well beyond the work context. Personalised memory sticks and custom �ash drives

can help at home and on di�erent occasions, too. Some people work on personal projects in

their free time, while others like to save their photos or videos. Our branded USB sticks with

logo are then great promotional products to

introduce in an advertising campaign because

anyone will �nd a way to use them. Also because

they are intuitive and practical to use, can be

encrypted with a password to ensure maximum

security and carried anywhere thanks to their

small size. In short, they have everything you

need for a corporate gift to promote your brand.

Well, almost everything. Your logo is missing.

Creating branded USB sticks with logo means

having di�erent options available, including

models to choose from and printing techniques

with which to apply your name. But the logo must

absolutely be there. It's through this small symbol

that your customers will be able to recognise your

company. Despite being small, personalised USB

sticks and promotional �ash drives give your logo

maximum visibility. Since they can be used often,

in di�erent contexts and passed on to colleagues

or friends, your personalised memory sticks and

�ash drives can expose your logo to a large

number of people. 

Giving Away Personalised USB Sticks with Logo: Good Memory Comes in Small Flash

Drives

For our promotional products to be used often, it's important that they are not only useful,

but practical as well. And in this, the small size of our branded USB sticks with logo is



certainly a great advantage. It will be very easy to take them with you, because you just need

to put them in your pocket, in your bag or backpack, in the appropriate box or in your PC bag.

They will be at their �ngertips whenever your customers or employees need them.

But the small size is not only an advantage for those who use them, but for those who

distribute them as well. Your cheap personalised memory sticks can be easily carried around

and o�ered during a trade fair or corporate event. The customer who receives them as a

corporate gift will appreciate this feature immediately. They just need to place their �ash drive

where they prefer and they will be able to take it home without any di�culty. A great way to

make a good impression on the �rst shot.

Thanks to the low price at which they can be purchased, our cheap branded USB sticks can be

delivered together with other promotional products. This way, they will give your brand a

double advertising e�ect. For a consistent gift you can think of personalised power banks, but

actually all promotional gadgets are �ne.

Give Away Branded USB Sticks with Logo that Best Represent Your

Business

If our USB promotional �ash drives and personalised USB sticks are a safe choice for many

activities on the one hand, on the other we're talking about corporate gifts that o�er a

thousand possibilities. And by this we mean both in terms of model choice and customisation.

Choosing the type of memory sticks to be personalised is not enough. The selected design and

the applied print will turn your personalised USB sticks with logo into real symbols of your

brand. It's then necessary to dedicate the right time and the right attention both to the choice

of our cheap USB promotional �ash drives and to the options with which to print your logo or

any additional elements.

Choose the Right Branded USB Sticks for Your Brand: All Models

All personalised USB sticks and promotional �ash drives are useful and practical, but there are

many versions that can respond more or less satisfactorily to your advertising intent. You will

�nd di�erent models for material and extra functionalities, as well as personalised USB sticks

with certain features that make them unique promotional products. Many of these will be

particularly suitable for certain types of audiences or companies. Here are some examples of

the personalised memory sticks which you can �nd on our website:

Personalised USB sticks with pen combine two useful corporate gifts into one. Pens, like

our branded USB sticks, are prominent and always appreciated promotional products.

Giving away these USB promotional �ash drives means o�ering a corporate gift with dual

functionality and double promotional action. Your personalised USB sticks with pen will

be used both to write and to save �les. And, since both are actions that we carry out on a

daily basis, they will guarantee your logo maximum exposure; 

Custom soft PVC USB sticks are nice promotional gifts. They prove to be perfect for

lightening the atmosphere in the workplace or to present yourself as an easy-going

company that's close to its customers. With a thousand shapes and intense colours,

these personalised memory sticks communicate joy and can be witty as well;
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Distributing custom eco USB sticks

means helping our planet and raising

awareness of the environmental cause

without giving up the usefulness of

these corporate gifts. Within the

category we �nd cheap personalised

memory sticks and more re�ned

options. However, all of them look

natural and original, thanks to the

natural materials with which these USB

promotional �ash drives are made;

If you're looking for the most classic

models, you'll certainly �nd something

in the section of promotional plastic

USB �ash drives. These models are

a�ordable to everyone and have very

di�erent shapes and features. One

quality, however, all these personalised

USB sticks have in common is that

they're in any case cheap. These

memory sticks are then the perfect choice for a company that's taking its �rst steps and

aims for a large-scale promotion;

For those who love class, nothing is better than our promotional metal USB �ash drives.

They are the most sought-after and durable models, ideal for a professional audience

and for anyone who loves chic corporate gifts. In this case too we see di�erent options,

from classic and professional �ash drives to nice branded USB sticks, which still look

distinct; 

Despite being eco-friendly models, promotional wooden USB �ash drives deserve a

section of their own. These personalised memory sticks have a stylish yet natural look.

They are perfect for companies attentive to environmental protection, but given the

growing attention to this important issue, these personalised USB sticks with logo prove

to be suitable for any context;

If you're looking for particular versions, our promotional credit card USB �ash drives are

undoubtedly a great option. These personalised USB sticks are very comfortable. They

can be inserted in the document holder or wallet so that you always have them with you.

Their shape is that of a credit card, and the part of the USB stick is rotatable so that it can

be turned inwards when not needed and outwards when you have to use it. Which

means these branded USB sticks with logo can be folded at a comfortable angle to work

on the fullest desks as well.

Print Your Branded USB Sticks with Logo: Tips for High-Impact Promotional Products

Another aspect that determines the success of our promotional gifts is how we customise

them. The logo has to be there because it will make the brand recognisable at a glance. But no

less important are the colours, dimensions and any writings or images you wish to add on

your corporate gifts.
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It is true that the available printing area is not

that large when creating our personalised

memory sticks and USB promotional �ash

drives. But this is not a problem at all. It's

indeed a feature to be used to your

advantage, because all the elements can be

seen at a glance. On our personalised USB

sticks we can print few, but essential

information. The name and logo are key and

can't be missing: they represent your

signature and must be clear and legible.

But you can add details such as the address

or phone number of the company on your

branded USB sticks with logo as well. In this

way, anyone who is interested in your activity

will be able to contact you with extreme ease

if they want. This choice conveys attention to

the customer, as well as a marked accuracy

and professionalism. All these qualities will

certainly be appreciated, and not only by the

recipient of your promotional gifts. Friends,

family and colleagues too will notice your logo on your USB promotional �ash drives. By

carefully choosing the colour and printing technique, you can make the most of the aesthetic

performance of your promotional products. Bright shades will present you as an easy-going

activity, while soft, neutral colours or an engraving suggest a certain seriousness.

In conclusion, branded USB sticks are perfect promotional products for both your team and

your customers. Useful to everyone and available in multiple versions, you just need to choose

the personalised memory sticks and USB promotional �ash drives that best represent your

mission.


